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Abstract The Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) influences multidecadal drought risk across the Pacific,
but there are no millennial-length, high-resolution IPO reconstructions for quantifying long-term drought
risk. In Australia, drought risk increases in positive phases of the IPO, yet few suitable rainfall proxies and
short (∼100 years) instrumental records mean large uncertainties remain around drought frequency and
duration. Likewise, it is unknown whether megadroughts have occurred in Australia’s past. In this study,
an atmospheric teleconnection in the Indian Ocean midlatitudes linking East Antarctica and Australia
is exploited to produce the first accurate, annually dated millennial-length IPO reconstruction from the
Law Dome (East Antarctica) ice core. Combined with an eastern Australian rainfall proxy from Law Dome,
the first millennial-length Australian megadrought (>5 year duration) reconstruction is presented. Eight
megadroughts are identified including one 39 year drought (A.D. 1174–1212), which occurred during an
unprecedented century of aridity (A.D. 1102–1212).

1. Introduction

The Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) are somewhat
interchangeably used to describe low-frequency Pacific Ocean sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA).
However, the IPO differs from the PDO in that it describes the Pacific basin-wide bihemispheric expression of
the North Pacific derived PDO [Power et al., 1999; Parker et al., 2007]. Negative phases of both modes reflect
La Niña-like SSTA, while positive phases appear El Niño like, and phase changes occur every 20–30 years
[Mantua et al., 1997; Power et al., 1999]. Both the IPO and PDO influence multidecadal drought risk across
the Pacific [Kiem and Franks, 2004; McCabe et al., 2004]. In this study we refer to the IPO, which has a greater
relevance to Australasia, yet the reconstructions detailed here could be used across the Pacific. Only three
complete IPO phases have occurred during the twentieth century—two positive (IPO > 0.5, 1924–1941,
1979–1997) and one negative (IPO< −0.5, 1947–1975). Such a dearth of phase switching across the
reliable instrumental era means that there are large uncertainties about the long-term frequency, amplitude,
or dominance of either phase.

The influence of the IPO extends from the Pacific to the Indian Ocean, southern Asia, and Madagascar
[D’Arrigo et al., 2005; Crueger et al., 2009; D’Arrigo and Ummenhofer, 2014]. The IPO is also thought to
influence global temperature, as the current hiatus in global warming has been related to the late 1990’s
phase change [Meehl et al., 2013; England et al., 2014]. Australia is similar to North America [Cook et al.,
2007] in that the tropical Pacific is of central importance to drought formation [Kiem and Franks, 2004].
This Pacific role in drought formation is mediated by the IPO. In negative IPO phases, an El Niño–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO)-precipitation teleconnection dominates Australian rainfall variability, but this connection
fades and drought risk is increased during positive IPO phases [Power et al., 1999; Kiem and Franks, 2004;
Cai et al., 2010]. This has major implications for drought risk planning because the increased drought risk
cannot be well constrained with data from only two positive IPO phases [Kiem and Franks, 2004]. The few
long droughts that have occurred in Australia over the past ∼100 years seem exceptional, but this may
not be true over longer timescales. In North America, drought reconstructions suggest regional medieval
megadroughts were in fact spatially coherent, widespread, and have no modern analog [Cook et al., 2007].
It is currently unknown whether megadroughts have occurred in Australia’s past.
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Our understanding of long-term IPO variability is limited as no millennial length reconstructions exist, and
there is only one millennial length PDO reconstruction [MacDonald and Case, 2005]. This reconstruction is
North Pacific tree ring based and prior to A.D. ∼1500 is increasingly negative toward the start of the series.
Should this PDO reconstruction underestimate or miss IPO positive phases before A.D. 1500, its use in an
Australian context would underestimate drought risk for the first half of the last millennium. Other IPO/PDO
reconstructions have been produced using North American [D’Arrigo et al., 2001] and east Asian [D’Arrigo
and Wilson, 2006; D’Arrigo and Ummenhofer, 2014] tree rings and Pacific [Gedalof and Mantua, 2002] and
Indian Ocean [Crueger et al., 2009] corals, or multiproxy combinations of some of these records [Verdon and
Franks, 2006], but they tend to be shorter and/or geographically restricted. Here we use climate records
from the Law Dome (LD) ice core in East Antarctica to reconstruct a 1000 year IPO record. We then combine
this new reconstruction with an eastern Australian rainfall proxy, also from LD [Vance et al., 2013], to identify
megadroughts (>5 year of below average rainfall) in eastern Australia’s past.

2. Methods and Data
2.1. Linking Coastal Antarctic and Australian Climate
Law Dome is a small coastal ice cap (67◦S, 113◦E) in East Antarctica with a maritime climate. Sea-salt records
from ice cores predominantly record wind speed-dependent aerosol injection from the ocean [Gong et al.,
1997]. At LD, sea salts are a spatially integrated wind signal for the Indian Ocean sector of the Southern
Ocean and have been previously related on an annual scale to the strength and position of the Antarctic
High and circumpolar trough [Souney et al., 2002], as well as to midlatitude westerly winds during early
winter in the Indian and Pacific sectors of the Southern Ocean [Goodwin et al., 2004]. Summer sea salts
(December to March (DJFM) average) and annual snowfall at LD have been used to produce proxies for
regional Australian rainfall [van Ommen and Morgan, 2010; Vance et al., 2013], and the summer sea-salt
eastern Australia rainfall proxy is known to be highly significant in IPO positive phases [Vance et al., 2013].
The link between eastern Australian rainfall and LD was thought to be indirect, via the Pacific-South
American pattern and subsequent links to midlatitude wind speeds [Vance et al., 2013]. However, this
indirect link fails to satisfactorily explain why the strength of the correlation between the sea salt and rain-
fall records is strongest during IPO positive phases when the link between ENSO and Australian rainfall is
weakened [Power et al., 1999; Kiem and Franks, 2004; Cai et al., 2010]. Much of subtropical to temperate
eastern Australian rainfall cannot be clearly characterized by ENSO or any other single dominant climate
mode and shows only seasonal coherence with ENSO in June-August (JJA) and atmospheric blocking
(140◦E) in September–November (SON) [Risbey et al., 2009]. Cai et al. [2011] argue that for 1979–2009
(a predominantly IPO positive period), the main influence on Australian rainfall stems from Rossby wave
trains emanating from the tropical Indian Ocean. These wave trains introduce a meridional component to
the southern Indian Ocean midlatitude westerlies (which LD directly samples) enhancing the link between
the midlatitudes and Australian rainfall.

2.2. Law Dome Region Decadal Circulation Anomalies
To investigate whether IPO phase changes affect westerly wind variability on decadal scales in the southern
Indian Ocean, we compared the most recent complete negative and positive IPO phases using the twen-
tieth century reanalysis [Compo et al., 2011]. A starkly opposite pattern in surface winds and geopotential
height fields is observed (Figure 1). The Indian Ocean midlatitude westerlies are weakened in the negative
phase and strengthened in the positive phase. More importantly, the predominantly zonal pressure
pattern in the negative phase becomes more meridional in the positive phase, with strongest anomalies in
March–May (MAM) and JJA (Figure 1). This meridional positive phase should amplify the link between LD
and Australia, turning on the eastern Australia rainfall “recorder” at LD. This positive phase pattern is
functionally similar to the Indian Ocean wave train patterns discussed by Cai et al. [2011]. As this is the
sea-salt source region for LD, it was thought possible that these IPO-related changes at seasonal scales
would be preserved in the subannual LD sea-salt record.

2.3. Ice Core Analysis and Dating
Trace sea-salt concentrations from the Dome Summit South (DSS) drilling site ice core record (66◦46′11′′S,
112◦48′25′′E, elevation 1370 m) [Morgan et al., 1997] were determined via ion chromatography [Curran
and Palmer, 2001; Plummer et al., 2012], with an average sample resolution of 12 y−1 during the period A.D.
1000–2009 [Vance et al., 2013]. We have used the chloride record here, which is currently more complete
than the corresponding sodium record. Sea salts at LD have a long-tailed distribution; thus, we use
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Figure 1. Surface wind and 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies [Compo et al., 2011] compared to the 1947–2012
mean for the two most recent, complete IPO phases (negative, 1947–1975, and positive, 1979–1997). The location of Law
Dome is shown here and in Figure 2 with a yellow star. Note the strength of the anomalies in the Indian Ocean sector of
the Southern Ocean proximal to Law Dome during austral autumn and winter (MAM and JJA).

log-transformed chloride concentrations to normalize the distribution [Vance et al., 2013]. Summer peak-
ing (∼10 January) oxygen isotopes were used for dating via annual layer counting, with verification from
hydrogen peroxide analyses (summer solstice peak), trace chemistry, and known volcanic ties [van Ommen
and Morgan, 1996, 1997; Palmer et al., 2001; Plummer et al., 2012]. The age uncertainty from layer counting
ambiguities at LD is small (±1 year at A.D. 1000). Accumulation is on average uniform throughout the year,
allowing subannual dating of the sea-salt record.

2.4. Reconstructing the IPO
We found that the instrumental IPO index (1872–2003) [Parker et al., 2007] could be reconstructed using the
annual snowfall (as ice equivalent accumulation in kg m−2 y−1) and the log-transformed subannual sea-salt
concentration (μmol l−1) record from LD (Figure 2). Lead/lag analyses showed that reconstruction skill was
maximized by downsampling the log-transformed sea-salt record into two 6-monthly averaged records
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Figure 2. The instrumental IPO record (black) with the piecewise linear
fit (red) and decision tree (blue; grey banding shows quartile range)
model reconstructions of the IPO using LD annual snowfall and warm
(DJFMAM) and cold (JJASON) season sea salts. The 13 year smoothed
snowfall (blue dash) and 13 year moving-window correlation between
sea-salt seasons (black dash) is also shown.

spanning the warm (DJFMAM) and cold
(JJASON) season. Previous work exam-
ining the influence of the IPO on ENSO
teleconnections to both eastern Australia
[Cai et al., 2010] and the sea salt rainfall
proxy at LD [Vance et al., 2013] has shown
that 13 year window sliding correlations
can identify low-frequency variability
associated with the IPO. We found that
reconstruction skill was improved in a
small but significant way using a time
series produced by calculating the
13 year window sliding correlation of the
warm and cold season sea-salt values
compared to using the individual series
(root-mean-squared (RMS) errors of 0.408
(13 year correlation series) and 0.547
(individual salt series) for the 1872–2003

calibration period) (see Figure S1 in the supporting information for a graphical comparison). This improve-
ment in skill using the correlation time series was due to a switch in seasonal correlation coherent with IPO
phase changes.

As the relationship between the instrumental IPO and the 13 year sea-salt correlation series was found
to be nonlinear by independent linear breakfit regression [Mudelsee, 2009], two independent nonlinear
multivariate regression techniques were used to reconstruct the instrumental IPO: a decision tree (DT)
model [Gashler, 2011] and a piecewise linear fit (PLF) model [Friedman, 1991]. The LD data streams and
annual instrumental IPO record were smoothed with a Gaussian low-pass filter 𝜎 = 3.9 years (equivalent
half power width 13 years). The PLF model used three break points and six basis functions. A generalized
cross-validation criterion removed one of the six basis functions to avoid overfitting to the instrumental
record, as this basis function did not significantly improve skill. The DT model used random domain
decomposition to estimate the average annual IPO value for given LD values. To minimize the effect of the
random domain decomposition and quantify uncertainty, we used 1000 ensembles of the DT model and
present the ensemble median, upper and lower quartiles (Figure 2).

In the negative IPO phase (1947–1975), the 13 year window sliding correlation between warm (DJFMAM)
and cold (JJASON) season sea salts is negative (Figure 2). The correlation between the 6 month seasonally
averaged sea salts and corresponding exponentially modified [Erickson et al., 1986] daily surface wind speed,
averaged over 6 months, is broadly positive, as would be expected with a wind proxy (Figure 3a). In the more
zonal IPO negative phase, sea-salt loading is more latitudinally uniform when compared to the enhanced
midlatitude loading that is obvious in the more meridional positive phase (Figure 3b). This means that for
the IPO positive phase, there is a stronger midlatitude element to the sea-salt deposition at LD, as a result of
both the enhanced midlatitude sea-salt loading and the more meridional transport to LD. In the IPO
negative phase warm season, the negative correlation between LD sea salts and wind speed (Figure 3a) near
LD is more important as midlatitude transport to LD is lessened. This change of sign in the local LD region
in the negative phase leads to a negative correlation between the sea salts in the two seasons (Figure 2).
Despite the improvement in skill noted earlier by using the sea-salt correlation series, a reconstruction with
high skill is still produced using the individual warm and cold season sea-salt series as inputs.

The 13 year window sliding correlation sea-salt series is the most significant predictor of the instrumental
IPO. Using only the annual snowfall record, the PLF model gives an RMS error of 0.787. Using the 13 year
sea-salt correlation series only, the RMS error is reduced to 0.546. The combination used here (annual
snowfall and 13 year sea salt correlation series) reduces the RMS error further to 0.408.

The significance of the PLF and DT reconstructions was checked by performing regressions with 10,000
synthetic IPO records generated from a fourth order autoregressive model. The autoregressive model
was fitted to the unfiltered instrumental IPO record using Burg’s method [Burg, 1978] and the order
of the autoregressive model automatically selected using a corrected Kullback information criterion
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Figure 3. For the warm (DJFMAM) and cold (JJASON) seasons of the two recent complete IPO phases, (a) correlation
between the average of daily exponentially modified [Erickson et al., 1986] surface wind speed [Compo et al., 2011] and
LD sea salts and (b) atmospheric sea-salt loading [Erickson et al., 1986], allowing for dilution effect from accumulation
variability.
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[Seghouane and Bekara, 2004] so that the residual white data had no additional information. The RMS
error for the instrumental IPO is better than 98.0 and 96.6% of the 10,000 synthetic IPO records for the PLF
(0.408) and DT (0.269) models, respectively. Additionally, both regressions have skill in reproducing the
instrumental IPO record with reductions of error values of 0.68 (PLF) and 0.86 (DT) (a value >0 indicates
reconstruction skill in excess of the long-term mean, with 1 being a perfect reconstruction). The timing of
instrumental IPO phase changes is reproduced with an absolute error of <3 years. The IPO reconstruction
skill is high despite LD’s remoteness from the Pacific. This is most likely due to the direct atmospheric
sampling over a large integrated region that the LD sea salt and snowfall accumulation records represent,
with none of the local modification to growth and development present in biological proxies.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. IPO Variability Over the Past Millennium
The DT and PLF regression models were applied to the LD snowfall and sea-salt records to produce two IPO
reconstructions spanning A.D. 1000–2003. These IPO time series were smoothed with a Gaussian low-pass
filter with equivalent half amplitude width of 13 years. The correlation between the two IPO reconstructions
(r = 0.850) demonstrates the strength of the IPO signal in the LD data streams and therefore the insensitivity
to the reconstruction method used.

When hindcast for the past millennium, the two IPO reconstructions remain highly correlated, and
importantly, phase changes are annually resolved. We find that the IPO was predominantly neutral or
positive over the past millennium, in particular before A.D. 1212 (Figure 4d). This contrasts strongly with
the PDO reconstruction of MacDonald and Case [2005], which shows a strong negative tendency prior to
A.D. 1500. However, our record frequently agrees with the MacDonald and Case [2005] PDO reconstruction
after around A.D. 1700, and short-term trends are reproduced well prior to A.D. 1500, such as two negative
periods occurring in the thirteenth century (see Figure S2 in the supporting information). Likewise, we
find the latter part of our IPO reconstruction agrees generally well with the 400 year multiproxy PDO
phase-change reconstruction of Verdon and Franks [2006] (see Figure S2 in the supporting information).
This suggests inferences about PDO-related medieval drought in western North America may be open to
reinterpretation if we assume that the PDO and IPO remain closely correlated prior to the instrumental era.

The reconstructed IPO has an average positive phase (IPO> 0.5) duration of 14 years and a negative phase
(IPO< −0.5) duration of 9 years (calculated from the PLF reconstruction). This means that not only are
positive phases predominant (23 positive and 13 negative phases over A.D. 1000–2003) but they also last,
on average, 5 years longer than negative phases.

3.2. Megadroughts in Eastern Australia
The IPO reconstructions were combined with the LD summer sea-salt eastern Australia rainfall proxy
(Figure 4) to isolate megadroughts during IPO positive phases. The geographic region significantly
correlated with LD summer sea salts (r ≥0.325, p < 0.05, hereafter the LD rainfall region) covers important
agricultural and water catchment regions for eastern Australia (Figure 4a). This spatial region was derived
using the Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP) data (http://www.csiro.au/awap/). Correlation values
between LD summer sea salts and representative rainfall stations from the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM)
high-quality station network (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/change/hqsites/) from within the LD
rainfall region were also calculated over the two instrumental IPO positive phases covered by the AWAP data
(1910–present) (Figure 4b). Vance et al. [2013] showed that these stations were highly correlated with the
LD summer sea-salt record, albeit with clear IPO-related decadal variability. IPO positive phase correlation
coefficients for these stations (calculated using linear detrending, bootstrap 95% confidence intervals and
effective degrees of freedom [Mudelsee, 2003]) show that the LD summer sea salt record typically explains
26–46% of the variance in the high-quality station data, giving high confidence in rainfall reconstruction
from the LD record for IPO positive phases (Figure 4b).

When the previously published LD summer sea-salt rainfall proxy and the new IPO reconstructions are com-
bined, the three major epochs (two dry, A.D. 1000–1260 and A.D. 1920–2009, and one wet, A.D. 1260–1860)
previously identified in Vance et al. [2013] are confirmed. Eight IPO positive phase megadroughts are
observed, five during the first dry epoch (Figure 4e) and six prior to A.D. 1320. The longest megadrought, of
39 years duration (A.D. 1174–1212), occurred at the end of a century of pronounced IPO positive drought
conditions, with 80 of the 111 year period A.D. 1102–1212 in drought. There is some indication droughts
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Figure 4. (a) LD summer sea-salt record Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP) annual (January–December) rainfall correlation for IPO positive phases
(1924–1941 and 1979–1997) (significance at contour r = 0.325, p < 0.05, unreliable data masked [Gallant et al., 2013]). M, S, T, and W denote long-record rainfall
stations [Vance et al., 2013]; (b) 13 year window sliding correlations for LD summer sea-salt rainfall station data (p < 0.0001–0.01) with blue banding showing the
IPO positive phases used to calculate AWAP and station data correlations. The instrumental IPO series is shown (red) with 0.5 threshold (blue). (c) Time series of
rainfall stations (black) and LD summer sea salts (pink). (d) Independent reconstructions of the IPO (blue = decision tree and red = piecewise linear) with IPO pos-
itive phases (>0.5 for both reconstructions) highlighted (blue banding). (e) Annual LD summer sea-salt time series [Vance et al., 2013] (grey) with 13 year Gaussian
smooth (thick black) and drought periods (> 5 year duration, >0.5 for both IPO reconstructions) identified (pink banding).

still occurred throughout the wet epoch (A.D. 1260–1860), e.g., during the early sixteenth and eighteenth
centuries. However, the conservative criteria used here to identify megadroughts (simultaneously IPO> 0.5
for both reconstructions and below average sea salts for >5 years) means that these possible droughts are
not identified. Nonetheless, it is clear that this study identifies far fewer megadroughts during the long,
wetter middle epoch of A.D. 1260–1860. It is possible that the link between IPO positive phases and
increased drought risk for eastern Australia is temperature dependent. If the medieval and recent dry
epochs were warmer than the wet epoch of A.D. 1260–1860 (as suggested by a recent continental-scale
temperature reconstruction [Pages 2k Consortium, 2013]), the IPO positive drought relationship may
intensify under future warming.

To our knowledge, no high-resolution studies cover this era of Australian prehistory, and this is the first
millennial-length Australian drought record. Nonetheless, we can corroborate the drought-prone period of
A.D. 1000–1320 using three independent, low-resolution paleoclimate studies describing conditions within
or proximal to the LD rainfall region. Wind-blown dust records suggest a period of below average rainfall
from A.D.∼770–1460 (and a wet epoch from A.D. ∼1460–1750, overlapping the wettest period seen in the
LD reconstruction, A.D. 1503–1566) [Stanley and De Deckker, 2002]. Excavations of hearths from the arid
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western margins of the LD rainfall region suggest that indigenous people abandoned this area between
A.D. ∼870–1240 [Holdaway et al., 2002]. A recent 2750 year low-resolution rainfall reconstruction based on
speleothems from Wombeyan Cave also indicates the twelfth century was drier than the instrumental era
[Ho, 2014]. This arid period also coincides with the arid medieval North American period (A.D. 900–1300),
lending some support to the idea that zonally symmetric forcing from the tropical Pacific may have been
responsible for widespread drought during this period [Cook et al., 2007]. This arid epoch had a destabi-
lizing influence on North American societies [Cook et al., 2007], and it is possible that this also occurred
concurrently in eastern Australia [Holdaway et al., 2002].

In the twentieth century, our reconstruction shows two dry periods in the LD rainfall region, 1924–1931 and
1979–1994 (Figure 4e). Dry conditions in eastern Australia post-1980 have been suggested to result from
reduced heavy rainfall events in summer, and this is thought to have been the case during the previous
1924–1941 positive IPO phase [Cai et al., 2010]. The Federation Drought (∼1895–1902) [Verdon-Kidd and
Kiem, 2009] is not clearly seen in the smoothed LD record due to two very high summer sea-salt years
bracketing an otherwise below average period. We note that we present an IPO positive subset of the
drought history of eastern Australia. However, droughts can occur at any time, a prime example being the
“Big Dry” or “Millennium” drought (1997–2009). This drought is thought to be of exceptional length and
severity [Gergis et al., 2012] and in some more northern regions of eastern Australia is thought to have
commenced in the early 1990s during the previous positive IPO phase.

The bulk of Australia’s population, agriculture, and infrastructure is located in the wetter eastern seaboard
where water infrastructure has been designed based on short instrumental records. By the end of the
Big Dry, urban and agricultural water storages were at critically low levels, the largest river system in the
country, the Murray-Darling, was suffering ecosystem collapse in some regions, and urban water recycling
and desalination options were being explored with great urgency. While the Big Dry was centered
farther south than the LD rainfall region, significant and critical water shortages were also experienced
in the Brisbane and Sydney regions (>30% of Australia’s population), both of which the LD rainfall region
either partially or wholly captures. This drought was a clear example of how disruptive long droughts
can be from an economic and societal perspective. This study shows that the Big Dry was far from an
exceptional eastern Australian drought in the context of the past millennium. Unlike North America [Cook
et al., 2007], Australia lacks paleodrought reconstructions; however, this work suggests that Australia may
also have experienced megadroughts during the Medieval period that have no modern analog. Therefore,
management of water infrastructure in eastern Australia needs to account for decadal-scale droughts being
a normal feature of the hydrological cycle. Furthermore, this longer-term view of water management is likely
to be especially important under the dual pressures of increased population and a projected hotter climate,
with associated reduced streamflows [Cai and Cowan, 2008] compounded by seasonal rainfall reductions
[Cleugh et al., 2011].
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